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in the grand scheme of things, contra has
been around for a very long time. this
series of titles has been released on
multiple consoles and systems for more
than 30 years. and over those years, the
contra games have remained one of the
most memorable side-scrolling shoot-em-
up games of all time. now, 30 years later,
contra is back in the form of the contra
anniversary collection. once again, youll
be able to play this classic game on your
nintendo switch. this is a great
opportunity to revisit this time-tested
classic and see if you can still keep up
with the action. and now, a contra
veteran like me can get some company
as we blast our way through the different
levels. play contra today and see what it
has to offer! now, to be completely fair,
contra probably would not have been as
successful as it was if not for the nes.
there is nothing more memorable in
gaming than the nes, and the whole
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contra series on the nes is the reason for
that. once you play contra on the
nintendo switch, youll see why. contra is
a fantastic game that deserves to be
played again on the nintendo switch. if
youre a fan of the game, pick it up. if
youre new to contra, pick it up. you will
not regret it. the battle of the side-
scrolling shooter games continues. and
this time, its on the nintendo switch. this
is contra in all its nes glory. and as a
contra veteran, i can tell you that is a
very good thing. contra is a game that is
very similar to its original version on the
nes. however, in order to be able to play
it on a large screen, it has been brought
to life with hd graphics. and while its not
the best graphic quality i have ever seen
on the system, its still a quality game to
play. if you are a contra fan, pick this
game up. you wont be disappointed.
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the player starts out with three lives. like
in super c, the first is obtained by

crossing the start line. the second lives
are obtained by crossing the start line

again at the end of each level. this is one
of the last nes titles that have this

method of progression. i can't think of
any other nes titles that can be

completed with just the three lives. the
last life is obtained by completing the

game without losing a single life. there is
no health bar to show how much the

player has left, but if the player loses a
life, their life counter resets to three. if

the player loses all their lives, the game
ends. the player can jump in any direction

when in the air or using the barrier. the
invincibility power-up lasts for a short
time and gives the player a little extra
protection. the player can select the

direction the bullets fly in when holding
the weapon. you can fire straight or
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diagonally. the spread gun can fire in all
four directions. the laser gun can only fire

in front of the character. the flame gun
can fire in all directions like the laser gun,

but it also can shoot flames in the front
and rear. the original contra games could

only fire in the front. these shots also
inflict damage. if the bullets hit an

enemy, the enemy explodes and the shot
takes damage. unlike contra and super c,
the player can only fire one weapon at a
time. if a shot hits an enemy, the weapon
is automatically replaced with the other
one. the power-ups are still fairly simple.
the player can either grab a power-up, or

destroy a certain number of enemy
soldiers to get a power-up. most power-
ups can be destroyed with a single shot.
like contra and super c, the player can

grab a second power-up. the new one can
take the place of any previously obtained

power-up. 5ec8ef588b
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